
 

About Branx Fitness Cross Trainers/ Ellipticals   

 

Branx Fitness strives to provide equipment of high quality to suit a wide variety 

of customers, whether it is in industry or simply in the comfort of your own 

home.  Our aim is to assist our customers in finding a cross trainer/ elliptical 

tailored to their specific health and fitness needs at the best price.  

 

Our advice to our customers is to buy smart!  Branx Fitness offers unbeatable 

warranties across all of its cross trainer/ elliptical products.  This allows our 

customers to be rest assured that they are investing in a product to last years 

and years.   

 

Not only can Branx Fitness offer warranties that are second to none, but also 

an after sales service which is unbeatable.  This gives our customers peace of 

mind that they are not alone after their cross trainer/ elliptical purchase.  If you 

require any more assistance or guidance in choosing the perfect cross trainer/ 

elliptical machine please contact the sales team at sales@branxfitness.co.uk. 

 

Please carry on reading for a cross trainer/ elliptical machine to suit your 

needs... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Basics 

Below are the terms commonly used in conjunction with cross trainers/ elliptical 

cross trainer machines: 

Belt Elliptical  A basic cross trainer/ elliptical 
machine 
 

Magnetic Elliptical Provides more resistance levels 
and programmes for a more 
effective way to increase fitness 
level 
 

Tension Control/ Flywheel Located inside the cross trainer/ 
elliptical machine. Controls the  
resistance level of the cross trainer/ 
elliptical machine 
 

Transmission 
 

This creates the resistance as you 
are using the cross trainer/ elliptical 
machine 
 

Belt 
 

The mechanism that creates the 
resistance on the cross trainer/ 
elliptical machine 
 

Console 
 
 
 

The main panel on front of the 
cross trainer/ elliptical machine 
where the controls are 

Display 
 
 

The digital output from the screen 
usually within the console 

Frame 
 
 
 

The structure where all the parts of 
the cross trainer/ elliptical machine 
attach 

Programmes Various pre-set workouts 
programmed into the cross trainer/ 
elliptical machine 
 

Foot Pad What you stand on, and by 
alternating your weight moves the  
 

Levers Vertical bars that you hold on the 
cross trainer/ elliptical machine for 
an upper body workout. 

 

 

 



Cross trainers/ elliptical machines are an excellent piece of fitness equipment 

for those who are new to exercise, want a full-body workout, overweight or want 

a low impact workout.  Cross trainers/ elliptical machines are very similar to 

treadmills/ running machines, in that they mimic the motion of walking and 

running.   

 

The benefit of a cross trainer/ elliptical machine is that the movement has a 

lower impact on the joints due to the smooth motion.  This type of workout may 

be good for those who suffer with injuries such as shin splints, as using a cross 

trainer/ elliptical machine eliminates the majority of the weight bearing used for 

running or walking.  Cross trainers/ elliptical machines also offer a full-body 

workout toning, legs, bum, arms, shoulder, burning more calories than if 

training arms and legs separately. 

 

Choosing the right cross trainer/ elliptical machine for you 

 First of all measure up.  Measure where the cross trainer/ elliptical 

machine is going to go and also doorways 

 What are you using your cross trainer/ elliptical machine for? Is it 

for your own use or for a business? Will you be using it all the time?  

 What is the cross trainer/ elliptical machine made of? Is the frame 

made of a sturdy material?  

 Different positions? Would you like a cross trainer/ elliptical with a 

seating option? Adjustable foot pads?  

 Would you like a wide variety of settings? Would you like to have 

various programmes to choose from on your cross trainer/ elliptical 

machine? A high resistance setting? Heart rate monitor? 

 Would you like to work upper arms and lower arms?  Would you like 

a cross trainer/ elliptical machine that works arms and legs together?  Or 

one that can work arms and legs separately? 

 Do you need to save space? Consider a folding cross trainer/ elliptical 

machine 

 The Display. Is it complex or simple? LCD or LED? 



There are many types of cross trainer/ elliptical machines on the market.  Branx 

Fitness is here to guide and help its customers choose the right cross trainer/ 

elliptical machine. 

 

The complicated explained  

Cross Trainer – Elliptical Machine Stride Length 

The stride length is the length at which your legs will travel through the cross trainer/ 

elliptical motion.  This is important when you are considering in investing in a cross 

trainer/ elliptical machine, especially for taller individuals.  Individuals that are 5’ 10” 

should opt for a cross trainer/ elliptical machine with a stride length of 16” or above. 

 

Cross Trainer – Elliptical Machine Flywheel 

This is usually located in the back of the cross trainer.  If purchasing a cross trainer/ 

elliptical machine with just a belt, the belt sits within the wheel and the resistance is 

adjusted by lengthening or shortening the belt.  This is a lower end specification of 

cross trainer/ elliptical machines. The higher end specification of cross trainer/ 

elliptical machines uses a magnetic resistance which is more effective and provides a 

smoother cross trainer/ elliptical machine experience.  This type of cross trainer/ 

elliptical machine uses magnets around the flywheel.  The resistance is usually 

controlled from the control panel, and moves the magnets closer or further away from 

the flywheel to adjust the resistance. 

 

Delivery and Installation of Cross Trainer – Elliptical Machine  

Once you have chosen a cross trainer/ elliptical machine tailored for your 

needs, the next thing to consider is the delivery of your cross trainer/ elliptical 

machine.   

Branx Fitness can go above and beyond the delivery of your cross trainer/ elliptical 

machine compared to most other fitness equipment retailers.  Not only will Branx 

Fitness deliver your cross trainer/ elliptical machine to the room of your choice (safety 

permitting), but will also fully install the cross trainer/ elliptical machine for you (T&C 



apply.  This installation of the cross trainer/ elliptical machine is provided only using 

qualified and certified engineers. 

 

Overall 

Hopefully you now have all the information and knowledge to choose a cross 

trainer/ elliptical machine tailored for your personal needs.  The only thing left to 

recommend, is to consult your GP or medical advisor before starting a new 

fitness programme, and invest in a good pair of trainers.  

If you have any more questions on cross trainers/ elliptical machines 

please contact Branx Fitness: sales@branxfitness.co.uk 


